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Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations have been performed to investigate the solvation effects on
the prototype SN2 reaction between Cl- and CH3Cl. The free energy barrier for this reaction in water was
calculated using constrained dynamics at a constant temperature of 300 K and constant volume. Calculations
on the isolated system (reaction in the gas phase at zero temperature) were performed for reference purposes.
Qualitatively, the calculations confirm that the double-well free energy profile of the reaction in the gas
phase is converted into a single barrier by solvation and that the height of the barrier increases significantly.
Quantitatively, there are two error sources. At the electronic structure side, the Becke-Perdew functional
underestimates the barrier height by 8 kcal/mol. At the dynamics side, there is a “hysteresis” effectstoo slow
an adaptation of the solvent structure to changes in the reaction coordinatesyielding an estimated error of 3
kcal/mol in the free energy barrier height. After correction for these errors, the calculated value of the free
energy barrier is 27 kcal/mol. Considering the accuracy of the solvent-solvent and solvent-reactant interactions
of ca. 1 kcal/mol, this compares very well with the experimental estimate of 26.6 kcal/mol. This indicates
that the ab initio (DFT) MD very well captures the differential energetic as well as entropic effects of the
solvation when going from the (solvated) reactants to the initial ion-dipole complex to the transition state.
I. Introduction
The presence of solvent can have a major impact on the
thermodynamics and kinetics of chemical reactions. Aspects
such as electrostatic interactions and steric hindrance can play
an important role in this respect. Also, chemical binding of
solvent molecules to the reacting species may have a strong
effect. A detailed microscopic picture of these effects is of
fundamental interest and provides insight for possible improve-
ments with respect to the rate, balance, and selectivity of
chemical reactions.
Molecular simulation is an appropriate tool to obtain such a
detailed picture. A high-level quantitative molecular simulation
of a chemical reaction in solution requires the use of accurate
quantum chemical methods to describe the change in chemical
bonding, in combination with a statistical mechanical description
of the effect of the rearrangement of solvent molecules. The
Car-Parrinello (CP) method1 satisfies these two requirements
in a computationally efficient manner. It combines density
functional theory (DFT) to describe the electronic structure with
molecular dynamics (MD) to incorporate the motion of the
molecules. The forces on the molecules that govern their motion
are obtained directly from the electronic structure calculation.
Therefore, the method may be regarded as an ab initio (DFT)
molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulation. Of particular impor-
tance for the present work is that AIMD has proven to be
applicable to the study of the structure and dynamics of water2-5
and simple chemical reactions in aqueous solution.6,7
The purpose of the present study is to gain microscopic insight
in the energetics, mechanism, and structural aspects of the
solvation effects on a prototype SN2 reaction in water, with a
minimal level of approximation and without the use of empirical
data. In particular, we have investigated the effect of solvation
in a dilute aqueous HCl solution of the bimolecular nucleophilic
substitution (SN2) reaction.
The SN2 type of reaction is one of the most fundamental
processes in organic chemistry and has been the subject of
numerous theoretical8-13 and experimental studies.14-16 The
energy profile for the gas-phase reaction between methyl
chloride and a chloride anion is commonly believed to have a
symmetrical double-well shape, with the two minima related
to the ion-dipole complexes centered around a maximum at
the transition state. However, experimental evidence shows that
in aqueous solution the profile is unimodal and the reaction rate
much lower compared to that of the gas-phase reaction. Using
classical Monte Carlo simulations, Chandrasekhar, Smith, and
Jorgensen17 were the first to compute the barrier for the Cl- +
CH3Cl reaction in aqueous solution. They developed model
potentials for the interactions between the water molecules and
the solutes (Cl- and CH3Cl) and among water molecules by
fitting to ab initio calculations. It is an advantage of the Car-
Parrinello simulation that these potentials are obtained directly.
This is particularly important in a case like the present one,
where construction of good model potentials is difficult because
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of the changes in the charges on the attacking and leaving
chloride ions, and hence in their solvation, along the reaction
coordinate.
The reaction studied in the present work is activated. The
experimental value for the activation energy is 27 kcal mol-1.18
A successful reaction is therefore a rare event and outside the
time scale accessible to ab initio molecular dynamics. To study
such reactions by MD, we must force a reactive encounter on
the system by some form of microscopic control of a suitable
reaction coordinate. This is achieved by using the method of
constraint that allows for the evaluation of the free energy profile
along the reaction path.19
This paper is organized as follows: In section II, we describe
the computational details of the DFT and MD method, the
method of constrained dynamics to calculate the reaction free
energy, and the relevant parameters for the gas phase and
aqueous solution calculations. Section III starts with the results
of some preparatory simulations that serve to assess the accuracy
of the methods used. The simulation results of the SN2 reaction
in gas phase and in aqueous solution are presented in subsections
III.C and III.D, respectively. In section IV, a discussion of our
results for the solvation effect on the reaction barrier is given,
and we end with conclusions in section V.
II. Method
A. Density Functional and Molecular Dynamics Method.
The electronic structures were computed using density functional
theory (DFT) (see, e.g., ref 20). For the exchange-correlation
functional we used the Perdew-Zunger21 parametrization of the
local density approximation (LDA) for this functional, which
is based on the free electron MC simulations by Ceperley and
Alder.22 Density gradient corrections were added, namely, the
Becke-88 gradient correction for exchange23 and the Perdew-
86 gradient correction for correlation.24
The Car-Parrinello (CP) method1 was applied to perform
both dynamic and static calculations. The method performs the
classical MD and simultaneously applies DFT to describe the
electronic structure, using an extended Lagrangian formulation.
The characteristic feature of the Car-Parrinello approach is that
the electronic wave function, i.e., the coefficients of the plane
wave basis set, are dynamically optimized to be consistent with
the changing positions of the atomic nuclei. The actual
implementation involves the numerical integration of the
equations of motion of second-order Newtonian dynamics. A
crucial parameter in this scheme is the fictitious mass me
associated with the dynamics of the electronic degrees of
freedom. In practice, me has to be chosen small enough to ensure
fast wave function adaptation to the changing nuclear positions
on one hand and sufficiently large to have a workable large
time step on the other. In the present work, the equations of
motion were integrated using the Verlet25 algorithm with a mass
me ) 1000 au ) 910 939 10-28 kg, which limits the time step
to ät ) 0.19 fs. To maintain a constant temperature of T ) 300
K, we applied a Nose´ thermostat26 with a period of 100 fs.
The CP simulations have been performed using the CP-PAW
code package developed by Blo¨chl. It implements the ab initio
molecular dynamics together with the projector augmented wave
(PAW) method.27 The PAW method uses an augmented plane
wave basis for the electronic valence wave functions and, in
the current implementation, frozen atomic wave functions for
the core states. Thus, it is able to produce the correct wave
function and densities also close to the nucleus, including the
correct nodal structure of the wave functions. The advantages
compared to the pseudopotential approach are that transferability
problems are largely avoided, that quantities such as hyperfine
parameters and electric field gradients are obtained with high
accuracy,28,29 and, most important for the present study, that a
smaller basis set as compared to traditional norm-conserving
pseudopotentials are required. The frozen core approximation
was applied for the 1s electrons of C and O and up to 2p for
Cl. For H, C, and O, one projector function per angular-
momentum quantum number was used for s- and p-angular
momenta. For Cl, two projector functions were used for
s-angular momenta and one for p-angular momenta. The Kohn-
Sham orbitals of the valence electrons were expanded in plane
waves up to a kinetic energy cutoff of 30 Ry.
For reference, we also performed static DFT calculations
using the atomic-orbital based ADF package.30 In these calcula-
tions, the Kohn-Sham orbitals were expanded in an uncon-
tracted triple-œ Slater-type basis set augmented with one 2p and
one 3d polarization function for H, 3d, and 4f polarization
functions for C, O, and Cl.
B. Free Energy Calculation. The equilibrium constant and
the transition-state theory estimate of the reaction rate of a
chemical reaction are determined by the free energy profile along
the reaction path. The free energy reaction barrier is the
reversible work necessary to bring the system from the stable
state of reactants (RS) to the transition state (TS). We will
characterize these states by some order parameter, a reaction
coordinate Œ, which is a function of the positions of the nuclei.
As the reversible work is independent of the path, the precise
choice of the reaction coordinate is not crucial, but a practical
and physically appealing choice is one that incorporates the
asymmetric stretch vibration along the Cl-C-Cl axis of the
transition-state complex CH3Cl2. Given a choice for the reaction
coordinate, we can obtain the free energy change ¢A(Œ) along
the reaction path using the technique of thermodynamic integra-
tion (see, e.g., ref 31)
Here H is the Hamiltonian of the system of nuclei, defined as
the sum of the kinetic and (Born-Oppenheimer) potential
energy, and, minus the integrand -〈@H/@Œ〉, is usually called
the mean force. The brackets denote an ensemble average, and
the subscript indicates that the integrand is evaluated at the point
Œ(r) ) Œ′ along the reaction coordinate, where r denotes the
total of nuclear coordinates.
The SN2 reaction studied in the present work is an activated
process, which implies that the barrier is too high for the reaction
to take place spontaneously within the time scale accessible to
an MD simulation. The probability of finding the system close
to the transition state is very small, and the reaction is therefore
a rare event. To nevertheless be able to estimate the mean force
at the reaction coordinate values of low probability, we can use
the method of constraint where the dynamics of the system is
performed with the reaction coordinate fixed at a specified value
Œ′. The theoretical framework of the study of activated processes
in an MD simulation has been established some time ago in ref
32 and also ref 19, which provided a microscopic expression
for the mean force. An approximate version of this method,33,34
only valid for reaction paths controlled by special classes of
constraints, has been successfully used in quite a number of
simulations of reactions.6,35,36 More recently, generally ap-
plicable expressions for the mean force have been outlined,37,38
which include the explicit terms to correct for the bias introduced
in the ensemble by applying the constraint (see also the
appendix).
¢A(Œ) ) sŒRSŒ 〈@H@Œ 〉Œ′ dŒ′ (1)
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The reaction coordinate used in the present study is defined
as the normalized projection of the C-Cl bond RCCl on the Cl′-
Cl bond RCl′Cl (see Figure 1)
Here ∠CClCl′ is the angle between the C-Cl and Cl′-Cl bonds.
In the following, we will refer to Cl′ and Cl as the attacking
and leaving chloride, respectively. Since the reaction is sym-
metric, the transition state is at a point where both C-Cl
distances are equal. At this transition state, the value of the
reaction coordinate (eq 2) is Œ ) 0.5, whereas it approaches
zero for separated reactants and one for separated products.
C. Gas-Phase Computations. The CP-PAW calculations of
the isolated compounds were performed in a cubic periodic unit
cell of size L ) 10 Å. A rectangular periodic unit cell of size
10  10  18 Å was used for the isolated (gas phase) reaction.
These sizes are sufficiently large to ensure negligible overlap
of the wave functions of the periodic images. To suppress the
electrostatic interaction among the periodic images, we used
the method of electrostatic decoupling of ref 39.
For the ADF calculations, the finite-temperature reaction
enthalpies at T ) 300 K and the entropies were estimated using
with E0 being the sum of the electronic energy in a static nuclear
field (Born-Oppenheimer approximation) and the nuclear
electrostatic repulsion. The zero-point vibrational energy EZPE
and the temperature-dependent vibrational energy ET
v
were
calculated from the unscaled DFT-BP frequencies, within the
harmonic approximation. The change in translational energy
¢Et, rotational energy ¢Er, and PV were obtained using the
ideal gas law, associating 1/2kBT to each degree of freedom.
The partition function Q is the product of translational, rotational
and vibrational contributions (see, e.g., chapter 20 in ref 40).
D. Aqueous Solution Computations. We performed Car-
Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations of the following
solutions: (a) HCl in water, (b) CH3Cl in water, and (c) both
HCl and CH3Cl in water. For reference, a CP-PAW calculation
of a pure water sample of 32 H2O molecules per unit cell was
also done (d). All simulations were performed in a periodic
system with the cubic unit cell containing one of each type of
solute molecules (HCl or CH3Cl or both) and 32 water
molecules. The box sizes were 9.9684, 10.1450, 10.2463, and
9.8650 Å for samples a, b, c, and d, respectively, yielding the
experimental density of the solution at T ) 300 K. The
simulations of sample c, the reactants in water, yield the central
result of the present work. It involved the calculation of the
free energy barrier for the CH3Cl + Cl- reaction in water by a
series of constrained CP-PAW runs at different values of the
reaction coordinate (eq 2). The starting configuration of the first
run was created from a previous run of CH3Cl in water (sample
b) at 300 K. A sphere-shaped cavity of radius 2 Å was created
near the CH3Cl molecule, in which HCl′(RHCl′ ) 1.10 Å) was
placed at a distance from CH3Cl equal to RCCl′ ) 4.00 Å and
with an angle ∠HCl′C ) 180°. With the angle ∠ClCCl′ ) 176°
and the C-Cl distance in CH3Cl RCCl ) 1.871 Å, this
corresponds to a value for our reaction coordinate in this initial
snapshot of Œ ) 0.318 48. This value was constrained, and
equilibration was performed at T ) 300 K until there was no
longer a drift in the constraint force and the potential energy
E[F]. Then a production run of 3-5 ps was performed to collect
statistics. After each production run, the constraint was moved
to the next reaction coordinate value in a number of steps large
enough to keep the induced atomic velocities very small
compared to their average velocities at T ) 300 K (typically
1000-2000 steps). This was again followed by equilibration
and mean force sampling. Equilibrations took typically 1.5-3
ps.
III. Results
In this section, we will present (1) reference calculations to
assess the accuracy of the DFT approach and its implementation
in the CP-PAW code and (2) the results of calculations of a
sample of 32 water molecules of pure water and the solvation
of a single HCl molecule (i.e., the samples referred to as a and
d in the previous section D). These calculation serve as a
validation of the theoretical approach and numerical methods
used. Subsequently, we present the results of the gas-phase SN2
reaction i and the results of the CP-PAW calculations of the
SN2 in water.
A. Structures and Energies of Isolated Compounds. To
test the accuracy of the DFT approach and the CP-PAW
package, we performed geometry optimizations of four small
molecules and two small complexes (water dimer and water-
chloride complex) relevant to reaction i.
We optimized the structures of Cl2, HCl, H2O, and CH3Cl
with the CP-PAW program and compared these with results
obtained with the ADF package and literature values. The results
of the geometry optimizations are compiled in Table 1. The
first two columns show our PAW results with two different
plane wave basis sets.
The geometry appears to be practically converged at the plane
wave cutoff of 30 Ry. The largest bond distance discrepancy
between the 30 Ry and the large 50 Ry basis set are found for
ROH and RCH, namely, 0.006 Å. Comparing the CP-PAW and
ADF results, there are larger differences. The largest discrepancy
is found for the RCCl (0.024) and RClCl (0.042) distances. After
the simulations had been done, we were able to trace the
differences to the limited number of projector functions for Cl
in the PAW method. Increasing the set of projector functions
leads to very good agreement with the ADF results. Given the
experimental uncertainties, the accuracy of the present CP-PAW
results with the smaller set of projectors are satisfactory for our
purposes. Bond lengths are slightly overestimated, with the
largest errors for RCCl being 0.077 Å and for RClCl being 0.047
Å. Angles are correct within 1°.
Atomization energies obtained with CP-PAW are converged
within 0-2 kcal/mol at a plane wave cutoff of 30 Ry. The
differences between the CP-PAW energies and the ADF ones
are somewhat larger, from 1 to 4 kcal/mol.
The water dimer H2O-H2O and the H2O-Cl- complex
served as a second validation of CP-PAW. The water dimer
has been extensively used as a test model for the hydrogen bond
Figure 1. Geometry parameters defining the reaction coordinate
(equation 2). One characteristic of the chosen reaction coordinate is
that for a particular value of the coordinate, the carbon is allowed to
move only in a plane perpendicular to that of the line through the
chlorine atoms.
Œ )
RCCl cos(∠CClCl′)
RClCl′
(2)
¢H300K ) ¢E0 + ¢EZPE + ¢ET
v + ¢Et + ¢Er + ¢(PV) (3)
¢S ) R ln(QtQrQv) (4)
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description. A small selection of literature data and our results
are compiled in Table 2. Large basis set MP2 calculations yield
an interaction energy of ¢E ) -5.0 kcal/mol41 and an oxygen-
oxygen distance of ROO ) 2.92 Å. The best theoretical estimates
are probably given by the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ calculation
of Halkier et al.42 extrapolating for the CCSD(T) limit to
ROO ) 2.90 Å and ¢E ) -5.0 ( 0.1 kcal/mol and also the
CCSD(T) results by Schu¨tz et al. (ROO ) 2.925 Å and ¢E )
-4.98 ( 0.02 kcal/mol) and Klopper et al. (¢E ) -5.057 kcal/
mol). The discrepancy of the experimental results (¢Eexp )
-5.4 ( 0.2 kcal/mol, ROO
exp ) 2.95 Å) with these results is
attributed by Schu¨tz et al. to an underestimation of the
anharmonicy corrections in the experimental result.
Compared to the high-level ab initio results, the computa-
tionally less demanding DFT methods yield similar results. Our
CP-PAW results agree very well with the work of Sprik, Hutter,
and Parrinello,3 who recommended the BP (and BLYP)
functional for water simulations. If the larger plane wave basis
set of 50 Ry is used, the CP-PAW result for ¢E is 0.34 kcal/
mol less negative than the BP/aug-cc-pVDZ result of Kim and
Jordan43 and the BP/TZVP work of Proynov, Sirois, and
Salahub.44 Our ADF computation results in a 0.25 kcal/mol
stronger interaction. The advanced BLAP3 functional (which
combines Beckes GGA exchange functional45 with the 4-pa-
rameter LAP3 correlation functional, which includes also second
order derivatives of the density) returns virtually the same
interaction energy as that of BP. Note that the oxygen-oxygen
bond length is overestimated with BLAP3 even though the water
dimer was included in the parameter fitting set. Using the
Perdew-Wang exchange functional46 in combination with
LAP3 gives ROO ) 2.950 Å.44 We conclude that for the water
dimer CP-PAW gives satisfactory results for our purposes.
A molecular simulation of the SN2 reaction i involves the
solvation of CH3Cl, Cl-, and [ClâââCH3âââCl]-. An accurate
simulation requires therefore a good description of the strong
hydrogen bonds between water and the electronegative chlorine
compounds. Combariza and Kestner47 have pointed out that
proposed empirical force fields for this interaction seem to have
serious deficiencies. This is reflected in inaccurate geometries
for small clusters Cl- (H2O)n when compared to experimental
evidence and correlated quantum chemical calculations on the
MP2 or DFT level.
Here we will just consider the simplest (n ) 1) H2OâââCl
complex. Results are listed in Table 3. The CP-PAW result for
the interaction energy is 0.64 kcal/mol less than the prediction
of ADF, and the largest geometry difference is found for the
ROCl- equal to 0.031 Å. DFT-BP slightly overestimates the
interaction when compared to that of the experiment and
performs on the same level as that of DFT-B3LYP and MP2/
MP4. The angle ∠OHCl- found with DFT-BP agrees within 1°
with other theoretical methods methods.
The overall conclusion is that for the water-water and
water-anion interactions, CP-PAW provides a sufficiently
accurate DFT-BP result. In turn, DFT-BP performs as well as
MP2/MP4/B3LYP, and the results are all close to the experi-
mental data.
B. Water and Hydrochloric Acid. The last two test cases,
before actually treating the SN2 reaction, deal with CP-PAW
molecular dynamics simulations of water and hydrochloric acid
(HCl) in water (i.e., cases a and d in section II.D). The pure
water sample consisted of 32 water molecules in a periodic cubic
box with an edge of 9.8650 Å, which was taken from a previous
empirical force-field MD simulation. After equilibrating for 15
TABLE 1: Comparison of Bonding Energies (kcal/mol) and Geometries (Å and deg) Calculated with the CP-PAW Program
and the ADF Program with Other Calculations and Experiment
molecule property
PAW
BP/30Ry
PAW
BP/50Ry
ADF
BP/TZDP
B3LYPa
6-31G*
G2b
MP2/6-31G* exp.c
Cl2 ¢EBond -58.2 -58.2 -62.3 -56.56 58.0
RClCl [Å] 2.065 2.065 2.023 2.042 2.015 1.988d
HCl ¢EBond -105.7 -106.0 -107.8 -106.7 106.3
RHCl [Å] 1.308 1.304 1.293 1.290 1.280 1.275e
H2O ¢EBond -232.59 -234.46 -237.88 -232.5 232.2
ROH [Å] 0.985 0.979 0.971 0.969 0.969 0.957f
∠HOH [°] 103.77 104.09 104.07 103.6 104.0 104.4f
CH3Cl ¢EBond -401.9 -404.2 -402.2 -394.8 393.8
RCH [Å] 1.102 1.096 1.093 1.090 1.088 1.08g
RCCl [Å] 1.827 1.827 1.803 1.803 1.777 1.78g
∠HOCl [°] 107.9 107.8 108.3 108.5 108.9 108.2g
a B3LYP 6-31G* geometries from ref 61. b G2 energies (effectively, QCISD(T)/6-311+G(3df,2p) level) based on MP2/6-31G* geometries from
ref 61. c Experimental bonding energies minus the zero-point energy correction from refs 62 and 63. d Ref 64. e Ref 65. f Ref 66. g Ref 67.
TABLE 2: Water Dimer Bonding Energy (kcal/mol) and
Geometry (deg and Å) Calculated with PAW (two different
plane wave cutoffs) and ADF Compared to Other
Car-Parrinello Calculations and Accurate DFT, ab Initio,
and Experimental Results
¢Eintermol ROO ROHb RHbO ∠OHO
PAW-BP 30Ry -4.49 2.954 0.997 1.962 173.3
PAW-BP 50Ry -4.35 2.938 0.990 1.955 171.6
ADF-BP/TZDP -4.94 2.893 0.982 1.916 172.8
CPMD-BP 70Rya -4.5 2.95 177
CPMD-BP 150Rya -4.3 2.94 177
DFT-BP/aug-cc-pVDZ*b -4.69 2.886 0.985 1.908 172
DFT-BP/TZVPc -4.69 2.885
DFT-BLAP3/TZVPc -4.63 2.979
DFT-PLAP3/TZVPc -4.68 2.950
DFT-HCTH38/TZ2Pd -4.60 2.952
DFT-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZb -4.57 2.917 0.970 1.953 172
DFT-B3PWae -3.629 2.950 0.962
MP2f -4.995 2.917 0.966 1.958 172
CASSCF/aug-cc-pVDZg 3.084 0.948 2.143 172
CCSD(T)h -4.98 2.925 175.7
CCSD(T)i -4.96 2.895
exp. -5.4 ( 0.7j 2.946k 174l
-5.4 ( 0.2m 2.952n
a CP simulations with a norm conserving pseudopotential and 70
and 150 Ry plane wave cutoff.3 b Ref 43. c Ref 44. d GGA fitted to a
set including the water dimer, BSSE-corrected.68 e Beckes hybrid
exchange + Perdew-Wang correlation parametrized also for the water
dimer, BSSE-corrected.69 f ¢E from ref 70 (MP2, 444 AOs, CP-
corrected) and geometry from ref 60 (frozen core, counterpoise-
corrected); one of the many accurate MP2 results (see text). g Complete
active space of 16 electrons in 12 orbitals (35 793 configuration state
functions) computation from ref 71. h Ref 58. i Halkier et al42 (aug-cc-
pVTZ, frozen core, rigid monomers). j Ref 72. k Experimental micro-
wave result for R0,OO (2.976 Å) corrected for anharmonicy from ref
73. l Ref 74. m Ref 75. n Another anharmonicy correction76 bases on the
experiment of Ref 73.
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ps to obtain natural distributions for the atomic positions and
velocities at T ) 300 K, we computed a trajectory of 8.6 ps,
from which some structure and dynamics parameters for liquid
water were calculated. The hydrochloric acid sample was
obtained from the equilibrated water sample by inserting one
HCl molecule and scaling the cubic box up to an edge of 9.9684
Å to yield the experimental density of a 1:32 ratio of HCl to
H2O molecules (1.66M) solution. The equilibration time for the
HCl and 32 water molecules system was 10 ps and the following
7.7 ps of trajectory was again used for analysis.
The calculated radial distribution functions of the pure water
sample are shown in Figure 2. As expected, our results obtained
using the CP-PAW method are very similar to the CP-MD
results by Sprik, Hutter, and Parrinello,3 with a small discrep-
ancy in the depth after the first peak in gOO. When compared
to neutron diffraction data, the peak values are overestimated,
and their positions shifted to smaller radii. The overall resem-
blance of the radial distribution is satisfactory, where we note
that DFT-BP has a tendency to enhance structure of the liquid,
as concluded earlier in ref 3. The peak positions and coordination
numbers are listed in Table 4. In view of the experimental
numbers quoted for the coordination numbers, this seems to be
a quantity that is difficult to measure. Nevertheless, it can be
seen from the table that the CP-PAW simulation underestimates
the H2O coordination somewhat. Comparing the CP-PAW
calculations to MD results obtained using the TIP4P or SSD
force fields shows similar values for the O-O peak position.
However, force field results for the O-H peak position and
the coordination numbers are larger than the CP-PAW results.
The self-diffusion coefficient D in the pure water sample was
calculated from the mean-square displacement. Due to the short
simulated trajectory of 8.6ps, the statistical error, estimated from
1 ps block averages, is relatively very high. Our result of D )
1.3 ( 0.7 cm2/s lies between the experimental value48 of
Dexp ) 2.35 cm2/s and the value of DAIMD ) 0.35 ( 0.1 cm2/s
from the CP-MD simulation of ref 3.
The results of the CP-PAW MD simulation of the dilute
aqueous HCl solution are summarized in Figure 3 and Table 5
that show the Cl-H and Cl-O radial distribution functions and
list the distribution peak positions and estimated coordination
numbers, respectively.
AIMD simulations of aqueous HCl solutions have been
reported earlier by Laasonen and Klein.49,50 They considered
TABLE 3: Water-Chloride Bonding Energy (kcal/mol) and Geometry (Å and Deg) Calculated with CP-PAW and ADF and
Compared to Other Method
¢Eintermol RHCL- ROH ROH′ ROCl- ∠OHCl- ∠HOH′
CP-PAW-BP/30Ry -15.48 2.090 1.028 0.984 3.115 174.9 101.6
ADF-BP/TZDP -16.12 2.075 1.014 0.970 3.084 173.0 100.9
DFT-P86/DZVPa 2.15 1.01 0.98
DFT-BLYPb -14.2 2.16 0.99 0.96 3.15 168.66 101.39
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZc -14.6 2.116 0.991 0.961 3.094 168.9 100.6
MP4/aug-cc-pVTZc -14.54 2.125 0.991 0.963 3.103 168.7 100.7
exp. -15.2d to -15.0e
a Ref 77 (the type of exchange functional remains unclear in the article). b DFT results using a 6-31++G(3 d, p) basis on water and for Cl- the
basis set of McLean and Chandler augmented with diffuse sp- and d-functions, from ref 47. c BSSE-corrected results from Xantheas.78 d ¢H )
-14.7 ( 0.6 kcal/mol from the mass spectroscopy results from ref 79 minus the zero-point energy correction of ¢EZPE ) 0.3 kcal/mol from ref 78.
e ¢H ) -14.9 both found by Sieck80 and Yamabe et al.81 using mass spectroscopy minus ¢EZPE ) 0.3 kcal/mol.78
Figure 2. Radial distribution of water at T ) 300 K (solid lines)
compared to the Car-Parrinello simulation from ref. 3 (dashed lines)
and the neutron diffraction data from ref 88 (dotted lines).
TABLE 4: Some Properties of Liquid Water Compareda
ROH nc OH ROO nc OO D
CP-PAW 1.73 1.78 2.72 4.10 1.3 ( 0.7
SHPb 2.72 3.9 ( 0.2 0.35 ( 30%
MC/MD(TIP4p) 1.9c 1.9c 2.75d 5.1c 3.3 ( 0.5e
MD(SSD)g 1.9 2.0 2.75 5.2 2.24 ( 2%
X-rayh 2.7-2.8 4.3
a Peak maxima ROH and ROO are given in Å. The coordination
numbers nc OH and nc OO were estimated for all methods by integration
of the first peak of gOH and gOO up to the next minimum (at, respectively,
2.3/3.25 Å for the AIMD results and 2.5/3.5 Å for the other methods).
The experimental self-diffusion coefficient D is 2.35 cm2/s.82 b Ref 3
using Car-Parrinello MD simulations. ROO was read from the graph.
c From Figure 1 in ref 83. d MD/TIP4 (transferable intermolecular
potential-4 points) results from ref 84. e MD/TIP4 results from ref 85.
f MD/SSD (soft sticky dipole model) results from refs 86 and 87. g Ref
88 using neutron diffraction. h Refs 89 and 90 using X-ray diffraction.
Figure 3. Radial distribution around Cl- at T ) 300 K (solid lines)
compared to the MD results using a polarizable semiempirical force
field from ref 52 (dotted lines).
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systems of similar size (32 molecules) at various concentrations,
the most dilute one (mole ratio 1:31) being comparable to ours.
However, they focused on the dissociation and the effect of
concentration and reported only little on structural properties.
As far as comparison was possible, their results agree within
the statistical error margins with our findings. Aqueous HCl
solutions have also been studied by molecular simulation using
(semi)empirical force fields. Here we can distinguish between
simple nonpolarizable51 and more advanced polarizable52 water
models. Note that the force-field studies considered solvation
of a single Cl-, leaving out the H+ counterion. A comparison
with our results is therefore only possible to a limited extent.
From Figure 3 and Table 5, we see that peak positions
obtained with our AIMD simulations are shifted somewhat to
smaller radii compared to those of the experiment and polariz-
able force-field MD simulation. Note also some enhanced
structure of the second solvation shell, visible in the gCl-O
distribution function beyond r ) 4 Å and also in gCl-O beyond
r ) 3.5 Å. This structure is not present in the classical MD
simulation. The observed differences need not be entirely due
to the use of an ab initio (DFT) potential instead of an effective
pair potential. It could also be attributed to the presence of the
H+ counterion that resides on average in the second solvation
shell. A second factor could be the small size of the periodic
simulation box contributing to some extra structuring.
The coordination numbers listed in Table 5 show that in our
CP-PAW MD simulation Cl- has on average five hydrogen
bonds, in good agreement with the findings of the CP-MD
simulation of ref 50 and the simulation with the advanced
polarizable force field. Note that the nonpolarizable force field
overestimates the coordination of the hydrogens significantly.
The oxygen coordination number from our CP-PAW MD
simulation of 7.2 exceeds the results of the polarizable force
field simulation by 1.1. Also, the comparison with the experi-
mental53 range of 5.3-6.2 indicates an overestimate. The large
value is due to the shoulder feature on the right of the first peak
of the gCl-O radial distribution function. Inspections of snapshots
indicates that the first solvation shell contains on average one
water molecule that is not hydrogen bonded to the Cl- ion.
Again, this feature might be attributed to the presence of the
H+ cation in the second solvation shell.
The excess proton is associated with a single water molecule,
forming H3O+ in approximately 70% of the time, and shared
between two water molecules, forming a H5O2
+
complex in
approximately 30% of the time. This is in agreement with the
CP-MD results of Tuckerman et al.4,5 from their study of the
solvation and transport of H3O+ in water at infinite dilution
with 60% and 40% abundancies of the H3O+ and H5O2
+
hydronium complexes, respectively. (See for the criteria to
distinguishing between the complexes refs 4 and 5.) This
difference might be attributed to the presence of the Cl- ion in
our work. The water structure surrounding the hydronium
complexes is very similar to their results, which follows from
the comparison of the radial distribution functions (data not
shown).
From the calculations of the gas-phase structures and the
preparatory CP-PAW MD simulations of water and dilute
hydrochloric acid, we may conclude that our numerical ap-
proach, using DFT-BP together with the Car-Parrinello tech-
nique as implemented in the PAW method, yields results
consistent with results reported in the literature. These results
also confirm reports in the literature that the CP-MD method is
able to reproduce properties of aqueous solutions with an
acceptable accuracy. An important technical detail is that, for
accuracies of 1 kcal/mol for the energies and 0.03 Å for bond
lengths of the systems in this study, the plane wave basis set
can be kept as small as a 30 Ry. kinetic energy cut off.
C. SN2 Reaction in Gas Phase. To study the solvation effects
on the reaction between CH3Cl with Cl-, we will first consider
the gas-phase reaction. Starting with separated reactants, the
reaction energy ¢E(Œ) decreases as the attacking chloride anion
approaches the dipolar CH3Cl from the carbon side to form a
reaction complex, with complexation energy ¢ERC (see Figure
4). Moving along to the product side, ¢E(Œ) increases until the
reactants arrive at the D3h symmetric transition state, with energy
¢ETS. The product side of the profile is symmetric to the reactant
side. The numerous attempts to estimate ¢ERC and ¢ETS have
resulted, especially for the latter, in a variety of values for these
quantities. A selection of these energies and the corresponding
geometries found in the literature, as well as our own results
are compiled in Table 6. For the ion-dipole reaction complex
energy, the best ab initio number is probably given by the G2
calculation of Glukhovtsev et al: ¢ERC kcal/mol.10,54 Our DFT
results and the ab initio and DFT results from literature are all
within 1 kcal/mol to this number. Also the experimental estimate
by Larson and McMahon agrees within their error estimate with
this value. Only the CISD (configurational interaction, including
single and double excitations) result by Vetter and Zu¨licke is
about 2 kcal/mol too low.
The results for the transition-state energies, varying from -5.7
to 8.7 kcal/mol (see Table 6) have lead to a number of
conflicting views. For instance, Streitwieser et al. (ref 13)
TABLE 5: Structural Parameters of Cl- in Water
Compared with Other Molecular Simulation Results and
Experiment
RCl--H nc Cl--H RCl--O nc Cl--O
CP-PAW 2.11 5.2 3.09 6.5 (7.2)a
MC/TIP4pb 2.25 7.0 3.21 7.4
MD/TIP4pc 2.34 7.0 3.27 7.2
MD/pol.d 2.25 5.9 3.18 6.1
neutr. diff.e 2.22-2.26 - 3.20-3.34 5.3-6.2
X-rayf - - 3.10-3.35 5-11
a Peak integrated up to r ) 3.75 Å as in the literature. Peak in
parentheses integrated up to the g(r) minimum at r ) 4.0 Å. b Ref 51
using Monte Carlo simulations with the TIP4p potential. c Ref 52 using
molecular dynamics simulations with the TIP4p potential. d Ref 53 using
molecular dynamics simulations with a polarizable model. e Ref 91
using neutron diffraction. f Ref 92 using X-ray diffraction. Figure 4. Energy profile for the gas-phase reaction calculated withADF (triangles and solid line) and CP-PAW (crosses and dotted line).
The zero-point energy and temperature contributions to the internal
energy are very small at T ) 300 K (¢H300K, circles and dashed line).
Due to the much lower entropy of the reactant complex and transition
state compared to that of the free reactants, the Gibbs free energy barrier
¢G ) ¢H - T¢S is much higher than the internal energy barrier
(squares and solid line).]
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concluded: “the large differences in TS properties between MP2
and B3LYP suggest that the latter may not always be reliable
for TS structures”. And Deng et al. (ref 8) concluded that "the
experimental data (for ¢ETS and ¢Ebarrier) seem to fall in the
region with the MP4 and NL-SCF (DFT-BP) value as the upper
and lower bounds, respectively." The highest-level ab initio
result for ¢ETS is the CCSD(T) calculation by Botschwina, equal
to 2.65 kcal/mol. The G2 estimate by Glukhovtsev et al. agrees
very well with it, as well as the approximate experimental result
of 1.0 ( 1.0 kcal/mol. This would imply that the DFT-BP result
of -5.7 kcal/mol by Deng is just too low and underestimates
¢ETS significantly. Streitwiesers MP2 result of 7.7 kcal/mol
seems erroneous compared to the MP2 results of Botschwina
(4.01 kcal/mol) and Deng et al (3.5 kcal/mol). The overestima-
tion of the CISD energy (8.7 kcal/mol) is probably due to a
combination of an inaccurate (HF) geometry and too small a
basis set (DZDP).
There are indications that the too low transition-state energy
by DFT-BP is systematic for structures with a symmetrical three-
center four-electron bond, such as the ó-bond in Cl-C-Cl. For
example, Gritsenko et al.55 investigated the very similar
[F-CH3-F]- transition-state structure. They concluded that the
delocalization of the exchange hole over the three atoms, in
combination with a very small nondynamical correlation, is
erroneously represented by the exchange part of the GGA
density functional, which introduces a localized hole and thus
a spurious nondynamical correlation.55 This is, of course,
important to keep in mind as we proceed to the SN2 reaction in
water solution. Anticipating the results for the reaction in
aqueous solution, we may expect that the transition state in the
solvated case is underestimated by an amount on the order of
8 kcal/mol because of the similarity in the geometric and
electronic structure of the reacting species. The accuracy of the
solvation effects should, in principle, be on the order of 1 kcal/
mol, as determined from the simulations in the previous sections
III.A and III.B.
Figure 4 plots the reaction energy profile, as well as the
reaction enthalpy ¢H and the free energy ¢G. The latter two
are calculated only between the reactant complex and the
transition state because of the failure of the smooth change of
vibrational contributions into translational and volume work
contributions for further separated reactants. The total correction
to the calculated energy ¢E0 to obtain the enthalpy ¢H at a
temperature of T ) 300 K (see eq 3) is very small for the ion-
dipole complex. It amounts to less than 0.1 kcal/mol for the
equilibrium geometry and -0.9 kcal/mol for the transition state.
This is in good agreement with the estimates by Vetter and
Zu¨licke (0.1 kcal/mol and -0.5 kcal/mol, respectively). The
formation of the ion-dipole complex from infinitely separated
reactants involves a large negative entropy change, equal to
T¢S ) -5.5 kcal/mol. The entropy difference (T¢S) of the
transition state with respect to the free reactants is -7.1 kcal/
mol, which means that the intrinsic free energy reaction barrier
is about 1.6 kcal/mol higher than the internal energy barrier.
D. SN2 Reaction in Water. In this section, we will discuss
the results of the constrained molecular dynamics simulations
performed to study the CH3Cl + Cl- reaction in a dilute aqueous
solution of HCl. To obtain the free energy barrier ¢A, we
calculated the mean force of constraint 〈@H/@Œ〉Œ at 5 points
(Œ ) {0.32, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50}) along the reaction coordinate
Œ (eq 2). As a verification of the simulations, 〈@H/@Œ〉Œ was also
calculated at three points at the product side of the reaction
coordinate (Œ ) {0.55, 0.60, 0.70}). Subsequently, two extra
simulations were performed for the point Œ ) 0.27 (because at
Œ ) 0.32 there was still too large an attraction between CH3Cl
and Cl- whereas for separated reactants 〈@H/@Œ〉Œ should be equal
to zero) and at Œ ) 0.43 (where we expected an extremum in
〈@H/@Œ〉Œ).
The results for the mean force of constraint are plotted in
Figure 5 (and listed in Table 8). The dashed line is a cubic
spline fitted to the calculated points. Integration of the mean
force of constraint with respect to Œ (according to eq A3) results
in the free energy barrier, shown by the solid line in the figure,
yielding a barrier height of 22.2 kcal/mol. If the 8 kcal/mol
error in the gas-phase reaction is taken into account, the free
energy barrier of the reaction in aqueous solution would be 30.2
kcal/mol, an overestimation of about 3.6 kcal/mol compared to
the experimental result of 26.6 kcal/mol.18
Because of the symmetry of the reaction, the calculated
energy profile should be symmetric. From the figure, it is
obvious that the shape has a significant asymmetry. This
asymmetry has been illustrated by asterisks in the figure. They
have been drawn in Figure 5 above the three points at the
product side of the reaction (Œ ) {0.55, 0.60, 0.70}) to picture
the equivalent points at the reactant side (with the negative force)
for comparison. Moreover, the mean force of constraint does
TABLE 6: Bonding Energy and Geometry of the Reaction Complex (RC) and the Transition State (TS) in Gas Phase at
T ) 0 K Compared to Other Methods
reaction complex transition state transition state
¢ERC [kcal/mol] RCCl [Å] RCCL [Å] ¢ETS [kcal/mol] RCCl [Å] ¢Ebarrier [kcal/mol]
CP-PAW/BP -10.39 1.91 3.01 -5.32 2.37 5.1
ADF-BP -10.96 1.88 3.09 -5.30 2.35 5.7
DFT-BPa -10.3 1.835 3.098 -5.7 2.342 4.6
MP2a -10.5 1.808 3.266 3.5 2.316 14.0
MP4a -10.6 1.8 12.4
MP2b 4.01 2.28
CCSD(T)b 2.65 2.301
G2c -10.51 1.810 3.270 2.76 2.317 13.26
DFT-B3LYPd -9.72 1.858 3.180 1.1 2.371 10.8
HF/CISDe -8.7 1.823 3.384 8.7 2.408 17.5
MP2f -9.66 1.808 3.267 7.68 2.316 17.34
B3LYPf -9.52 -0.85 8.67
Expt. -8.6 ( 0.2g 1. ( 1.h 13.2 ( 2.2h
-12.2 ( 2i
a 1994 6-31G(d,p).8 b Coupled-cluster calculations by Peter Botschwina.9 At T ) 300K, G2 method effectively becomes QCISD(T)/6-
311+G(3df,2p) + ZPE correction for energies and MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p) for geometries.10 d 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis set.11 e Geometries using
Hartree-Fock and energies using all electron CISD with Davidson correction and DZDP basis set quality.12 f 1997 6-31G* basis set.13 g High-
pressure mass spectrometry.14 h From measurement of the rate coefficient at temperatures above T ) 300K using a flowing afterglow technique
and a simplified modification of RRKM theory.15 i Using ion cyclotron resonance.16
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not vanish at the transition state Œ ) 0.5 as it should. The three
product-side points as well as the point at the transition state
apply to [ClâââCH3âââCl]- configurations with a driving force
that is smaller toward the product-side (or larger toward the
reactant-side) than was expected from the other points at the
reactant-side. This can be characterized as hysteresis when
forcing the reaction by the method of constraint. Most likely,
this hysteresis is due to the surrounding water shell, which
apparently adapts too slowly to the changing reactants config-
uration, when going from one simulation to the next by
increasing Œ.
To test this explanation, we performed calculations for the
reversing of the reaction. We performed the backward reaction
for three points (Œ ) {0.50, 0.45, 0.40}), where we started from
the constrained MD run at Œ ) 0.55 and moved the constraint
value slowly to the previous point on the reaction coordinate.
Subsequently, we equilibrated for 2.5 ps, collected the force of
constraint for 3 ps, and moved on to the next point, similar to
the points of the forward reaction direction. The results are
shown by the circles in Figure 5. The hysteresis at the first point,
Œ ) 0.50, has disappeared since 〈F(0.5)〉Œ is zero (within the
error in the force), as expected. Apparently, the solvent
configuration is not pulling on either side of the reacting
complex at this point. For the other two points, we now find
smaller absolute values for the mean force of constraint than
we found in the forward reaction. This is consistent with the
picture of a “memory effect” in the solvent, i.e. a too slow
adaptation of the water configuration to the changed reaction
coordinate.
A rough estimate of the systematic error on the free energy
barrier due to the hysteresis can be made by assuming that the
deviation in the force will increase linearly from zero at the
starting point of the separate reactants (Œ  0.25) to the observed
-0.041 au at the transition state. Correcting the free energy
profile for the corresponding overestimation (3.2 kcal/mol) gives
a barrier height of 27 kcal/mol. The excellent agreement with
experiment (26.6 kcal/mol) after the corrections for the DFT-
GGA error in the gas-phase transition-state energy and the
hysteresis in the constrained MD runs must be a bit fortuitous
for the following reasons. First of all, we have found the
accuracy of the DFT-BP description of the energetics of the
solvation to be on the order of 1 kcal/mol. Second, the
experimental result refers to more dilute solution at neutral pH,
with typically potassium used for the countercation. In the
present calculation, a proton acted as countercation, which can
be expected to have some influence on the energetics of the
reaction via its charge and solvation structure.
Next, we turn to the structural aspects of the reaction. In
Figure 6, we compare the radial distribution functions of the
Figure 5. Mean force of constraint 〈F〉Œ (dashed line; right-hand-side
axis) and the Helmholtz free energy ¢A (solid line; left-hand-side axis)
vs the reaction coordinate Œ. The crosses denote the values from
subsequent constrained MD runs, starting with a reaction coordinate
value of Œ ) 0.270. The circles are from subsequent runs in the
backward reaction coordinate direction, starting from the finished run
with Œ ) 0.55. The three asterisks denote the points at Œ )
{0.30,0.40,0.45} mirrored in (Œ ) 0.5, F ) 0) to indicate the hysteresis.
See also text.
TABLE 7: The Coordination Numbers of the Water
Solvation Shells around the Attacking Cl- and the Leaving
Cl, at Different Points on the Reaction Coordinatea
attacking chloride leaving chloride
Œ nc Cl′-H nc Cl′-O nc Cl-H nc Cl-O
0.27 5.4 6.3 - -
0.32 4.3 5.1 - -
0.35 4.9 4.6 - -
0.40 4.7 4.4 - -
0.43 4.8 4.8 - -
0.45 4.2 4.5 1.1 4.4
0.50 3.3 4.3 2.7 (4.8)
0.50b 2.9 (5.6) 3.0 (4.3)
0.55 2.2 (4.8) 4.0 5.0
a The coordination numbers were calculated by integration over the
peak in the radial distribution function (a hyphen indicates there was
no such peak). Numbers between parentheses indicate that the peak
was too broad for an accurate estimate. b Coming back from Œ ) 0.55
(see text).
TABLE 8: Average Constraint Force for the Different
Reaction Coordinate Values Œ
Œ ì 〈Z-1/2ì〉Œ/〈Z-1/2〉Œ F(Œ)
0.27 -0.0091 -0.0098 -0.0095
0.32 -0.0494 -0.0498 -0.0496
0.35 -0.0815 -0.0831 -0.0830
0.40 -0.2384 -0.2396 -0.2394
0.43 -0.3268 -0.3277 -0.3276
0.50 -0.0408 -0.0408 -0.0408
0.55 0.2570 0.2572 0.2571
0.60 0.1955 0.1966 0.1964
0.70 0.0018 0.0004 0.0002
a The constraint force is shown once as the Lagrange parameter ì,
once corrected according to eq A1 and once more with the full
correction according to eq A3.
Figure 6. Radial distribution of water around the leaving Cl atom
(upper graphs) and attacking Cl- atom (lower graphs) for two points
on the reaction coordinate, namely, Œ ) 0.5 (the transition state: solid
lines) and Œ ) 0.32 (initial reactants: dashed lines). The graphs on the
left-hand side show the distribution of the water oxygens and the right-
hand side graphs the distribution of the water hydrogens. For
comparison, dotted lines are drawn in for the gCl-O and gCl-H of
CH3Cl in water (upper graphs) and HCl in water (lower graphs).
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water atoms with respect to the leaving and attacking chloride
ions, calculated for the transition state and for the more separated
reactants (Œ ) 0.32). From integration over the first peak of
the distribution functions, the coordination numbers for the
chloride ions were calculated and compiled in Table 7 (for all
simulated values of Œ).
To start with the separated reactants at Œ ) 0.32, we note
that the distribution functions gCl′-O and gCl′-H of the attacking
chloride anion (dashed lines in the lower graphs) are very similar
to the functions of pure HCl in water (dotted lines; see also
Figure 3). The distribution around the leaving chloride atom at
Œ ) 0.32 (upper two graphs) is in agreement with pure CH3Cl
in water (dotted lines), except for a small peak in gCl-H at r )
2.3 Å in the latter. The small peak in the pure CH3Cl solution
(case b in section II-D) can be attributed to one water molecule
which is hydrogen bonded to the Cl of methyl chloride. The
main reason for the absence of this peak in gCl-H of the leaving
Cl must be the presence of the Cl- anion, which has a strong
influence on the solvent structure. The coordination numbers
(in Table 7) shows that the attacking chloride anion is solvated
by about five water molecules, whereas the separate CH3Cl does
not show any attraction of water atoms. Note that nc Cl′-H(Œ )
0.32) ) 4.3 confirms that this starting constrained simulation
indeed does not fully resemble separated reactants as concluded
in section III.D, whereas the extra simulation of Œ ) 0.27 shows
coordination numbers of 5.4 and 6.3, in agreement with the
values for the pure HCl in water (5.2 and 6.5, Table 5).
Next, we discuss the radial distribution functions for the
transition-state configurations (solid lines). These show a more
equal solvation of the attacking and leaving chloride ions.
However, the first peaks of the attacking chloride ion are still
much more pronounced than the peaks arising from the first
solvation shell around the leaving chloride. Also, the minimum
at r ) 3.5 Å is much deeper in gCl′-O than that in gCl-O. This
asymmetry in the chloride solvation is reflected less strongly
in the coordination numbers (Table 5). The attacking chloride
still has on average 3.3 hydrogens in the first shell, while the
leaving chloride has only 2.7. The Cl-O coordination numbers
cannot be determined accurately because the oxygen distribution
function gCl-O of the leaving Cl does not show an unambiguous
minimum. Still, from the hydrogen distribution, we can conclude
that the attacking Cl is stronger solvated than the leaving Cl at
Œ ) 0.5, which must be the grounds for the effective force of
constraint at the transition state. Indeed, in the reversed reaction
direction, where we found the expected 〈F(0.5)〉Œ ) 0, we also
see a more symmetric hydrogen distribution (radial distribution
functions not shown) and coordination numbers of 2.9 for the
attacking Cl and 3.0 for the leaving Cl. Just before the transition
state, the leaving chloride has only one hydrogen in the
“first shell” (nc Cl-H(Œ ) 0.45) ) 1.1), whereas just after the
transition state, the attacking chloride still has two hydrogens
(nc Cl′-H(Œ ) 0.55) ) 2.2). This difference leads to a larger value
for the mean force of constraint at Œ ) 0.45 in comparison with
Œ ) 0.55 and gives a structural explanation for the observed
hysteresis in the free energy profile of Figure 5.
IV. Discussion
The present results show that Car-Parrinello MD simulation
is a powerful tool to assess solvent effects on a simple SN2
reaction. Semiquantitative results for the energetics and a
detailed picture of the structural aspects of the reaction are
obtained. However, the study also shows that at present time
the calculations are not without limitations. The most important
ones, the relatively small box size and the short trajectories that
can be calculated, cannot easily be removed because they are
related to the high computational expense. For example, the
time necessary to calculate one point from Figure 5 (say, 6 ps
total time for equilibration and sampling) was about 11 days
on 6 IBM-SP nodes (power2sc processor) or 29 days on a cluster
of 16 IBM RS6000 43P workstations.
The hysteresis found in the force of constraint is due to a
memory effect in the solvent, which is directly related to the
fact that the last configuration of every constrained MD run is
used to construct the initial configuration for the simulation at
the next point of the reaction coordinate, in combination with
the limited time scale accessible to a AIMD simulation.
Apparently, the rearrangements that have to be made by the
solvent, to follow the change in the reaction coordinate from
point to point, occur on a much longer time scale than the
rotations and vibrations and diffusion of water molecules that
are well described by our 10 ps molecular dynamics trajectories.
Simulating for longer times is the trivial solution to avoid
memory effects. However, this could be as impractical as
waiting for the reaction to occur spontaneously because there
are indications that the adaptation of the aqueous solvent to the
changing solute configurations is an activated process instead
of a slowly diffusive process. In the 9 ps transition-state
simulation, for instance, a drift in the force of constraint would
be expected, which should asymptotically decay toward zero
in the case of a slowly diffusively adapting solvation shell, but
was not observed. Nor in the next 10.2 ps run at Œ ) 0.55 (or
in any of the other constrained MD runs) did we find a drift in
the force, which means that the solvent adaptation responsible
for the correct zero force at Œ ) 0.5 in the reversed reaction
direction must have taken place in the short time when the
constraint was moved from Œ ) 0.5 to Œ ) 0.55. This indicates
that a solvent rearrangement has been able to overcome a small
free energy barrier when the system was forced to the next
reaction coordinate configuration.
Second, we note that the force-field Monte Carlo simulations
of the same SN2 reaction in 250 water molecules by Chan-
drasekhar et al,17 using the umbrella sampling technique, also
shows a significant hysteresis. The calculated probability
distribution P(Œ ) ŒTS) (figure 5 in ref 17) is not symmetric:
the second peak at the reactant side next to the transition state
is absent at the product side. This is also reflected in the radial
distribution functions obtained from the MC simulation of the
transition state.
It has become clear that certain necessary changes in the
solvent as the reaction takes place are rare events on the typical
AIMD time scales. One way to handle the problem of hysteresis
is therefore to include the required solvent rearrangements into
the reaction coordinate. Unfortunately, due to the large number
of molecules involved and their complex rearrangements, finding
a proper reaction coordinate is virtually impossible. The need
to include solvent degrees of freedom into the reaction
coordinate was also concluded recently by Geissler, Dellago,
and Chandler from their molecular simulations of the dissocia-
tion of NaCl in water.56 In this work, they found additional free
energy barriers in the solvent that have to be overcome as the
reaction (i.e. the dissociation) occurs. For instance, the addition
of a water molecule in the first solvation shell of Na+ to bring
the coordination from the initial 5-fold to the final 6-fold
required an amount of work equal to 1.7kBT (1 kcal/mol)).
During the SN2 reaction in the present work, a Cl- solvation
shell has to lose two water molecules to reach the transition
state, while at the same time, the CH3Cl chloride has to bond
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with three water molecules which have to be taken from the
water network.
V. Conclusions
Using the Car-Parrinello method, we studied the solvation
effects on the identity reaction between Cl- and CH3Cl in a
dilute (1:32 mole ratio) aqueous solution of HCl. We compared
the free energy profile of the reaction in the gas phase and in
solution and analyzed the structure of the solution at different
stages of the reaction. The free energy profile of the reaction in
aqueous solution was obtained using the method of constrained
molecular dynamics simulations in combination with thermo-
dynamic integration. The calculated barrier yields 27 kcal/mol
after application of certain corrections (see below). This
corrected value is in good agreement with the experimental value
of 26.6 kcal/mol.
There are two important error sources in these calculations.
The DFT (Becke-Perdew functional) electronic structure
calculations describe the solvent and the solvent-solute interac-
tions, in particular the solvation of the Cl- ion, the formation
of the initial ion-dipole complex of Cl- with CH3Cl, and the
solvation of the reaction system in the course of the reaction,
with reasonable accuracy. However, although DFT-BP does
exhibit an energy rise when going from the ion-dipole complex
to the transition state, thus reproducing the well-known double-
well energy profile for the gas-phase reaction, it underestimates
the barrier height of ca. 13 kcal/mol by as much as 8 kcal/mol.
This error, being related to an imbalance in the description of
exchange and correlation in the transition state by present-day
generalized gradient approximations such as Becke-Perdew,
cf. ref 55, will persist in the transition state in solution. A
correction of 8 kcal/mol has therefore been applied to the
calculated barrier height. In the second place, a “hysteresis”, or
inequivalence of forward and reverse reaction, has been found
in the force of constraint profile. The hysteresis is due to a slow
adaptation of the solvent to the reacting solutes and has the
effect of pulling the reactants back toward the initial state when
the constrained reaction coordinate is moved toward the product
side. Apparently, the rearrangements that have to be made by
the solvent occur on a much longer time scale than those of the
rotations and vibrations and self-diffusion of water molecules
that are well described by our 10 ps molecular dynamics
trajectories. On the time scale of MD simulations, the rear-
rangements needed in the solvation shells of the reactants are
rare events by themselves. Including solvent degrees of freedom
in the reaction coordinate is in principle the way to handle this
type of the rare events.56
The Car-Parrinello MD simulation of the reactants in a box
with 32 water molecules is an important improvement on the
numerous microsolvation and dielectric continuum calculations.
It is a great advantage that the varying solvation during the
course of the reaction, due to the shift of negative charge from
the attacking chloride initially to the leaving chloride finally,
does not have to be described by parametrized model potentials
that cannot be optimal for all occurring situations along the
reaction coordinate. From the good agreement with experiments
after the corrections described aboveswe may infer that both
the energetic and the entropic effects of the solvation on the
free energy barrier are obtained to quite satisfactory accuracy
with the AIMD simulation. Further improvements of this type
of calculation can be envisaged, of both technical and more
fundamental nature. At the technical side, we note that the
limited size of the total system implies that approximations are
made on the long-range interactions in the solvent. Also, the
fixed volume has a small effect on the forces because the
changing size of the reaction complex in solution affects the
pressure on the system. The extension of the present type of
calculation to larger systems will certainly be possible in the
future due the rapid increase in available computing power. The
most important deficiencies of the present work are of a more
fundamental nature. The first is the underestimation of the
transition-state energy by the GGA (Becke-Perdew) functional.
This will have to be remedied by the development of more
accurate functionals, which, in view of computation time, should
not rely on the incorporation of exact exchange. In the second
place, it is desirable that the dynamics methods are improved
in order to keep the necessary simulation times down to a
manageable length. One possibility would be the development
of methods to handle the slow adaptation of the solvent structure
to the changing reaction coordinate by incorporating the
necessary change in solvent structure in the reaction coordinate.
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Appendix A. Force of Constraint
The system can be constrained to a hyperplane Œ(r) ) Œ′ in
phase space in a molecular simulation by extending the
Lagrangian with a term ì(Œ(r) - Œ′), with r being the atomic
positions, Œ our reaction coordinate, and ì the Lagrange
multiplier associated with the force on the holonomic constraint.
Each atom i then feels a constraint force equal to Fi(Œ) )
ì(d/dri). It is well-known that the use of constraints affects
the phase space distribution (see, e.g., ref 31). For a velocity-
independent property p, the bias introduced by a constraint can
be compensated using the relation
where the factor Z is defined by
This was generalized recently for velocity-dependent properties,
such as the mean force of constraint.37,38 In the formulation of
ref 37, it reads
where T is the temperature, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and mi
is the mass of particle i.
The second term in the numerator of equation A3 arises
because the mean force of constraint depends on the velocities
through the kinetic term @K/@Œ in the force of constraint (eq 1).
In their work, they demonstrated the importance of the correc-
tions for a constrained bending angle of a triatomic molecule
and for a constrained dihedral angle in a tetra atomic molecule.
〈p(r)〉unconstr ) 〈Z
-1/2p(r)〉Œ
〈Z-1/2〉Œ
(A1)
Z ) ∑
i
1
mi
(@Œ@ri)2 (A2)
F(Œ) )
〈ìŒZ-1/2〉Œ +
1
2
kBT〈ZŒ-5/2∑i)1N 1miriŒâriZ〉Œ
〈Z-1/2〉Œ
(A3)
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In Table 8, we show the results for the mean force of
constraint for our SN2 reaction using the constraint of eq 2, once
as ì, once corrected according to equation A1, and once using
eq A3. As the differences are very small, the bias on our system
introduced by the constraint must by very small.
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